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CHANNELS AND BASIN MATERIALS OF CHRYSE AND ACIDALIA 
PLANITIAE, MARS; Susan L. Rotto and Kenneth L. Tanaka, U.S. Geological Survey, 
Flagstaff, Ariz., 86001. 

Introduction. Our current mapping of the Chryse region of Mars at 1:5,000,000 scale 
includes a detailed study of the circum-Chryse channels and of associated basin deposits of 
Chryse and Acidalia Planitiae. As a result, we have mapped many new geologic and 
geomorphologic units and revised some previous ones. Because of the importance of erosional 
events in the region, our channel-floor and fossae-floor units are surfaces, not materials. We 
have grouped many of the units into the "Chryse assemblage" (indicated by the letter "c" in the 
map-unit symbol) Here we describe and interpret the new units and document detailed crater- 
count results. 

Channel floors and chaotic materials. Most outflow-channel systems in the 
Chryse region consist of (1) broad, shallow channels carved by flooding, and (2) chaotic 
material, which is formed by catastrophic release of ground water and subsequent collapse of 
plateau material to form jumbled blocks and polygonal mesas at the head of channels. In the 
Chryse region, multiple levels of channel floors and chaotic materials are mapped, as well as the 
floors of fossae and valleys and, in some areas, mantle material covering channel floors. 

The oldest outflow-channel units are the lower (unit HNchl) and upper (unit HNchu) 
channel floors of Mawrth Vallis. The next oldest unit (unit Hcv) is the floors of theater-headed 
valleys such as Nanedi and Bahranl Valles, whose origin was probably ground-water sapping. 
Along Kasei Valles, the fossae-floor unit (unit Hcf) is mapped in the bottoms of structural 
crevices that form rectilinear patterns of Sacra Fossae; this unit is mantled in places by mass- 
wasting deposits. 

Major channeling events then formed the chaos and channels associated with Ares, Tiu, 
Simud, Kasei, and Maja Valles. Chaotic materials consist of lower (unit Hctl) and upper (unit 
Hctu) units; the upper unit forms fractured mesas at the elevation of adjacent plateaus, whereas 
the lower unit is more broken up. Older (unit Hchl) and younger (unit AHcN) lower channel 
floors are deeply incised and are smooth and anastomosing with abundant streamlined features. 
Shallower channels are mapped as older (unit Hchh) and younger (unit AHchh) higher channel 
floors. Eolian and mass-wasting deposits that completely cover the floors of Kasei and 
Shalbatana Valles are mapped as channel-floor mantle material (unit Acm). 

Basin materials. The outflow channels debouch into Chryse and Acidalia Planitia, 
where they have deposited a variety of basin materials that are distinguished by their appearance 
(knobby, smooth, ridged, grooved, and mottled) and relative age. Contacts between the units 
are generally gradational. 

Knobby materials are similar in appearance to the mottled member of Vastitas Borealis 
Formation, but they generally exhibit higher albedo and knobs that are closely (unit Hk) to widely 
(unit AHck) spaced. The knobs are remnants of degraded plateau material that was largely eroded 
away by ground-water sapping and runoff along the highlandAowland boundary; the plains 
surfaces marked by the knobs were later modified by mass wasting and fluvial erosion and 
deposition. 

Smooth material (unit AHcs) forms flat, relatively featureless plains with rare knobs, few 
streamlined features, and sparse, highly degraded, mare-type (wrinkle) ridges. The plains are 
most likely lacustrine deposits covered in places by a thin layer of eolian deposits. Superposed 
impact craters have lobate ranlparts or pedestal-forming ejecta blankets that suggest that the unit 
has contained ground ice. The ridged material (unit AHcr) is similar to the smooth unit but is 
more commonly marked by subdued mare-type ridges. This morphology suggests that the unit 
consists of ridged plains material that has been eroded and resurfaced during channeling events. 
The grooved material (unit AHcg) is characterized by linear, northeast-trending grooves several 
hundred kilometers long, some knobs, and many streamlined features that suggest fluvid 
erosion. 

The two members of the Vastitas Borealis formation are distinguished on the basis of 
morphology and albedo contrast, The grooved member (unit AHvg) is marked by 
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discontinuous, polygonal grooves hundreds of meters wide. The grooves may be the result of 
cooling and differential compaction in waterJice-laden material emplaced upon buried topography 
[I]; therefore, this unit may be made up of basin sediments deposited by Chryse floods. The 
mottled member (unit Avm) is distinguished by higher-albedo crater ejecta surrounded by low- 
albedo plains material. 

Relation between channel floors and basin materials. In Figure 1 we conlpare 
the crater densities of the geologic units described above for which statistically valid crater counts 
have been determined. The overlap of ages among basin and channel units evident in the figure 
suggests that the same floods that eroded the outlfow channels also deposited the basin materials. 
This idea is consistent with the proposed extended Chryse basin (ECB) model of Rotto and 
Tanaka [this volume]. The ECB contains all of the basin materials and is approximately 
delineated by the -2 krn contour line on the topographic map of the area [2]. Our favored 
estimates of flood volumes suggest possible coverage of the ECB by standing bodies of water 
derived from Chryse floods, which is consistent with our geologic interpretation of basin 
materials. 
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Figure 1. Crater densities of selected geologic units in the Chryse region of Mars. Solid circles, 
channel-floor units; open circles, basin units. Two crater densities are shown for both the Chryse 
smooth material (unit AHcs) and the younger lower channel floor (unit AHchl) that reflect their 
age ranges. 
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